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March 23, 1970

Professor V. F. Weisskopf, Chairman
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Viki:

I have written a brief trip report on my recent participation in
the Serpukhov negotiations. I think Abe Friedman and I should give a
brief report on the whole situation at the next HEPAP meeting. The
whole situation does not look good.

With best regards,

!
.

W. K. H. Panofsky
Director
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TRIP REPORT

W. K. H. Panofsky
March 14 to March 18, 1970 - USSR

At the request of the Atomic Energy Commission I participated as
a member of the delegation headed by Dr. Abraham Friedman, Division of

International Affairs of the AEC, to negotiate with the State Committee

on the Utilization of Atomic Energy of the Soviet Union concerning U.S.

participation in the work of the Serpukhov laboratory (IHEP). Other

members of the delegation were Dr. Thomas Field of Argonne National

Laboratory and Professor Darrell Drickey of UCLA, who served as advisor.

This negotiation was a followuptothe discussions held on a scientific

level from February 25 to March 5, 1969.

I. DISCUSSIONS.

A meeting was held in Washington on March 14 to discuss the positions

to be taken during the negotiations. The first discussions were held in

Moscow on March 16th at the headquarters of the State CommitteeonAtomic
Energy. The meetings were continued on the 17th at Serpukhov. On March 18th

we inspected the accelerator and target areas of IHEP and continued negoti-

ations further. On the afternoon of the 18th our delegation returned to Moscow

I returned to the U.S. on March 19th since the SLAC Program Advisory Committee
meetings were scheduled for March 20. The negotiations continued further in

Moscow on March 19th and 20th in my absence.

II. THE STATUS OF THE NEGOTIATIONS.

A detailed report of the negotiations, including the list of the Soviet
participants, will be prepared by Dr. Friedman; detailed notes were being
kept by Dr. Drickey. In broad outline the situation is as follows:

A. It was decided to prepare a Protocol signed by representatives
of the AEC and SAEC which should have independent status of the Memorandum

on Cooperation initialled by I. Smolin, Deputy Chief of the Department of
International Relations and Scientific and Technical Information of the SAEC,

and Dr. Abraham Friedman, Division of International Affairs of the AEC.
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8. The question of a large computer as a possible contribution

from the U.S. to the Soviet Union has been dropped.

C. Draft Protocols were prepared independently by the U.S. and
Soviet teams, each partially modeled after the CERN Agreement. After
initial discussion it was agreed to use the Soviet draft as a basis for

dis cussion. ‘

D. The Soviet draft, not surprisingly, contained as a basic quid
pro quo a proposal for the Soviets to use the National Accelerator Laboratory

on a basis reciprocal to U.S. use of IHEP. However the question of material

contributions by the U.S. to the work of IHEP was not dropped entirely but

was retained through a clause which in essence requested that the equipment
providedbytheU.S. for the first experiment at IHEP should remain at IHEP

after termination of the first experiment.

E. There were extensive discussions on numerous administrative

details, none of which appeared to be fundamental obstacles. Phrases were

introduced which permitted flexibility of payment of subsistenceandhousing
and the question of responsibility for damages was deferred by permitting a
4-months period to reach conclusions. Several other administrative clauses

were negotiated without controversy. A possibly minor controversy remained

on the subject of duration of the agreement covered by the Protocol: The

Soviets proposed a period of 5 years beginning with the initiation of the

first experiment. The U.S. position was to accept the Soviet terms but to
superimpose a cut-off date of 1975.

F. The principal points of disagreement are the following:
1. The question of material contributions in terms of

releasing the equipment of the first U.S. experiment referred
to above, and

2. The details of the experimental program with NAL facilities

by the Soviets. The Soviets took the position that since they were

prepared to approve one specific experiment (the pion-electron scattering
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experiment) by a U.S./Soviet collaboration at IHEP right now,

the U.S. should be willing to approve a specific experiment

at NAL as part of the provisions of the Protocol. Specifically

the Soviets asked for a commitment that if (as is presumed)

neutrino exposures in a bubble chamber were made at NAL then

some of the film should be analyzed in the Soviet Union. The

U.S. representatives (including myself) objected to this strongly
since (a) it violated the principle that decisionsofthiskind
were to be made by the Director of the institute in question

(in this case NAL) with the advice of a scientific scheduling

committee, and (b) that running time and bubble chamber film

from NAL were mot to be assigned to anyone (including U.S. physicists)

until at least the end of this year.

My understanding is that these two points remained unresolved at the end

of the negotiations, and in fact the request for material contributions

on the part of the Soviets was increased beyond the equipment associated

with the collaborative experiments.

G. The Protocol with its resolved and unresolved issues will be

reviewed by the U.S. AEC and SAEC for possible revisions. My. recommendation
to the Atomic Energy Commission is not to shift positions on either of the

agreed points of 1 and 2 in F. above. I feel that the Soviets are in fact

receiving some quid pro quo already out of the UCLA/IHEP/Dubna collaboration

since the experimentinquestionwithout the UCLA contribution clearly has
little scientific value, while with the improved accuracy made possible through
the contribution of UCLA equipment and skill, the experiment has a good chance

of giving a very important result. Moreover the principle of not making

assignments of running time or bubble chamber film by administrative action is
an extremely important one and should not be prejudiced under any circumstances

in these negotiations. The question remains of course whether in view of our

inability to agree on the terms of the Protocol the UCLA/IHEP/Dubna collaboration
will continue. Drickey will spend one more week in the Soviet Union to continue

technical discussions with his collaborators: I can see that it is possible that
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the Soviets will permit the collaboration to proceed without the Protocol;
however this would increase the risk to the U.S. participants towards future

obstructionism against which they would have little recourse in the absence
of a formal agreement.

H. Tn addition to the principal objections made by the U.S. team
to assignment of NAL bubble chamber film it is also the fact that IHEP

scientists are poorly acquainted with the details of the work at NAL, including
the plans for experimental areas, major pieces of research equipment, etc.,
knowledge without which intelligent proposals are inpessible to formulate.

Accordingly we agreed that steps should be taken to invite IHEP participants

to the NAL Summer Study and also to send documents generated from the earlier

Summer Studies to IHEP. I related these conclusions to Dr. Edwin Goldwasser,

Deputy Director of NAL, on March 19 and it is my understanding that he has

taken appropriate action.

III. PROGRESS AT SERPUKHOV.

There has been substantial progress at Serpukhov since my last visit one

year ago. I will not repeat here a detailed list of experiments or progress

since this was covered in Professor Krisch's trip report of July 3-17, 1969.

Moreover Dr. Field spend an extra period of time with Dr. Prokoshkin to get
a formal summary of the proposed program. Professor Prokoshkin had been invited

to participate in the conference at the University of Wisconsin at Madison

from March 30 - April 1, 1970, on"The expectations for particle reactions at the

new accelerators." However Dr. Prokoshkin will be unable to accept the invitation
and therefore Dr. Field will give the essence of Prokoshkin's intended remarks.

Some general points of interest aside from the general program are:

A. LIQUID. HYDROGEN. | It will finally be possible to use liquid hydrogen
at IHEP in one month from now when alterations are completed and a duct system

has been installed. The whole arrangement documents the -enormous inconvenience

to the experimental program generated by the use of a gantry crane in the
experimental hall. This crane makes it impossible to use either the ceiling or the
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side walls of the building for vents, piping or wiring and all such

facilities have to be run throughout the full length of the building.

B. MIRABELLE, SKAT and Other Bubble Chambers.

1. MIRABELLE. I was given a photographic copy (attached to
original and file copies only) of a picture taken at Saclay with
Mirabelle. This shows tracks of good quality with some erratic

boiling around fiducial marks but otherwise good general behavior.

Initial worries about excessive turbulence appgar to be dispersed

Sut the optical quality of the objectives (8) in conjunction with
the transmission qualities of the hydrogen are still giving

problems for picture reconstruction. It appears still that the
end of 1972 is the expected date for operation availability of

Mirabelle. It is not possible that Mirabelle can be multi-pulsed

during one cycle of the accelerator and therefore the picture output
rate will be low.

2. There have been delays of manufacture of the SKAT electro-

magnet and 1973 appears to be the earliest date for availability.

3. The 2-meter heavy liquid bubble chamber from Dubna was
fully moved to IHEP during the last year and had its first operational

run in the 20-40 BeV pion beam. The run was a failure due to several

reasons, none of which appear fundamental. The chamber is being

assembled again for cleaning and overhaul.

4. A copy of the 2-meter liquid hydrogen chamber of ITEP, Moscow
is being manufactured at Dubna for transport to IHEP in about one year.

As will be recalled, the present ITEP chamber is in turn a copy of the

unmodified 72" Alvarez chamber and was just barely gotten into operation

last year after a very long period of construction and development.
This means that even this new Dubna chamber will still not employ more

modern bubble chamber technology. Optimistically the 2-meter liquid hydrogen
chamber will be operational in IHEP by the end of 1971.
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OTHER EQUIPMENT.

1. Spark Chamber Spectrometer. A 6-meter, long range, high
volume magnet is being adapted as an optical spark chamber spectro-

meter. The magnet is a very impressive machine; the top pole is

slotted to permit optical access to the spark chambers in the field.

An elaborate system of mirrors incorporated in a hood above the magnet

makes photography by a single camera possible. The optical system is

completed and spark chambers are being installed. The initial
experiment will be study of the reaction w P + nk _K, s that is a
neutral trigger experiment.

2. IHEP has now manufactured in-house approximately 2500

electronic modules, approximately twice the amount observed last year.

3. Accelerator operation continues satisfactorily; four months
shutdown is being planned starting in July 1970.

4. The missing mass spectrometer of Kienzle will be delivered

to Serpukhov on April 1 and the site for its location was in preparation.

It is hoped that operation can start in June for approximately one

month before the shutdown. Incidentally the spectrometer will be
brought from CERN to Moscow in the Antonov-23 airplane, which is the
monster cargo plane which caused much attention at the Paris Air Show.

IV. RECENT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

A. A much publicized result wag the measurement of the flux of Hed in
addition todand p fluxes. This is fundamentally not a very interesting
experiment beyond permitting some statements useful for publicity purposes about
anti-matter. The ratio of anti-deuterium flux to pion fluxes is about

2 x 10 © while the ratio of He3 to pion flux is about 2 x 10 !!, The instrumenta-

tion for this experiment involvedarather impressive combination of Cerenkov

counters and scintillators for measuring pulse heights. Over-all rejection ratio
of pions was close to 10 20.

~
J

B. Quark Hunt. The limit in the cross section for production of quarks
has now been placed at below 10 3° gq. centimeters per nucleon at IHEP energies.
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C. The final results on the elastic proton-proton scattering work using

an internal hydrogen jet target are now being written up. These results,

published previously in preliminary form, exhibit continuous shrinkage of
the diffraction peak up to the highest energies. Preliminary results also
indicate that the real part of the scattering amplitude decreases only slightly
to the highest energies (from .2 to .17).

V. MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.

A. Future Fate of Dubna. A new injector to the 10 GeV accelerator

is being installed and its intensity will be increased slowly. Shielding

will have to be increased to accommodate this intensity. I sensed relatively

little enthusiasm for this project but evidentally it was decided to go ahead

in spite of this.

B. Budker is recovering from his heart attack. The laboratory is under
the direction of Skrinsky with Siderov being responsible for the experimental

nuclear physics program. Injection studies into the 3-4 BeV electron-positron
storage rings are started and no unusual obstacles have been observed. The

date for experimental operation of the storage ring is set to be the beginning
of 1971.

C. TI had some discussions with Professor Alikhanian; there seem to be no

very exciting developments from the experimental program at. the 6 GeV accelerator.
A new method for the detection of the transition radiation by placing a converter

producing transition radiation ahead of the streamer chamber has been placed into
operation. As a result the tracks on the streamer chamber show both the original

charged particles entering the chamber accompanied by occasional Compton or photo-
electrons produced by the transition radiation paralleling the initial track. As
a result the track is "coded" with an indicator giving the vy of the particle.

D. I attended a lecture atthe Institute of Physical Problems by a Professor

I. V, Obrimov, Head of the Institute of Optics and the original founder of the
Kharkov Physical-Technical Institute. Professor Sergei Kapitza was translating
for me during the original lecture. Professor Obrimov is 78 years old and was

giving a commemorative talk on physics in the time of Lenin; the whole setting was

a very impressive one - the audience was primarily composed of older professors
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from the Moscow area dressed to look like pictures from 1920 and everyone
was chuckling at remarks made by the lecturer that seminars went on every

Sunday throughout the Revolution period, irrespective of any external
circumstances! :

E. I inquired as to the status of the Kharkav 2-mile electron linear

accelerator. The answer was that the only work done with the machine was some

nuclear structure physics through inelastic electron scattering. The physicists

outside Kharkov are very critical of the Kharkov program but also imply that
financial support given to the laboratory is low.

F. I was told that Japanese participation at Novosibirsk was as good
as assured and that the Japanese had contributed approximately $3 million to

the operation of the Novosibirsk laboratory. It will be recalled that

Novosibirsk has been having difficulties in recruiting qualified and experienced
high energy physicists to work at Serpukhov and the Japanese collaboration
has been instituted to fill this gap.

G. Alikhanian reports that he will definitely purchase two PDP-9

computers for use at Erevan; I ‘discouraged him further in terms of his oppor-

tunity of receiving a CDC-6400.



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

October 15, 1969

Dr. Paul McDaniel
Director
Division of Research
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Paul:

At its October 1969 meeting, HEPAP considered
again the status of the proposed use by U. S. scientists
of the 76 Gev accelerator in Serpukhov. As you know, a
ream of U. S. scientists led by Dr. Panofsky met with
Soviet scientists in Russia early last spring at which
rime potential cooperative programs were discussed.

Dr. Panofsky's report identified two levels of
U. S. participation: (1) participation by individual
U. S. scientists under the present USAEC-Soviet State
Committee Agreement of July 1968; and (2) more extensive
collaboration requiring a supplementary agreement which
would involve a tangible U. S. contribution to the equip-
ment at Serpukhov if the CERN and French precedents were
followed.

HEPAP strongly endorses again the scientific
value of joint experiments. HEPAP also is impressed by
the benefits in terms of increased contacts and communica-
tion which such a collaboration would entail. Even in the
face of the desperate current high energy funding situation
JEPAP supports the allocation of several hundreds of
thousands of dollars per year incrementally over the next
Few vears in support of the proposed experiments.

The Soviets have indicated that they would expect
the contribution of a large computer, possibly of the size
~f a CDC-6600, as a prerequisite for U. S. participation;
lately evidence has appeared that the Soviets may be willing,
to pay for part or all of this device. The Panel is aware
of the security aspects of this proposal and is also aware
of the possible value of establishing a precedent of an
installation operating in the U.S.S.R. under U. S. inspec-
rion and control. HEPAP also certifies that a true
scientific need exists for more adequate data analysis
facilities at Serpukhov. HEPAP is not qualified to balance

Wu
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these sets of values relating to furnishing a computer to
Serpukhov, but urges that a decision be made rapidly in
order that a U. S. negotiating position can be established
promptly.

The Panel wishes to re-emphasize the urgency of
quickly starting these negotiations for the following
reasons: (1) there has been a very large time lapse
since the visit of the U. S. scientific delegation; and
(2) the scientific value to U. S. science will diminish if
the Serpukhov collaboration does not commence well ahead of
the beginning of experimental preparations for NAL. Further-
more, for example, one of the proposed experiments has al-
ready been accepted tentatively on the Serpukhov schedule with
or without U. S. participation; a final decision on the general
agreement is required by February 1970 to maintain the sche-
dule for this experiment. Delay will endanger the experiment
since the beam line is committed to other users beyond the
scheduled date.

HEPAP hopes that the exciting scientific prospect
of this precedent setting collaboration will become a reality.

Sincerely yours,
’

\  NIT (4, yO N

Victor F. Weisskopt
Chairman
High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545
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Professor A. M. Petrosyants
Chairmen, State Committee on

Atomic Energy (CKAE)
Staromonetnii per. 26
Moscow 180, USSR

Dear Professor Pctrosyants:

Dr. Friedman has informed me of the interesting conversations which
he and his colleagues held with you and your staff, as well as the
warm reception they received both in Moscow and in Serpukhov. He
noted that there was general agrccment on the desirability for
cooperation between our two countries in the field of high energy
physics although complete agreement was not reached with the State
Committee on scveral points in the Protocol.

I understand that the unresolved points include your suggestions
that the cooperation should involve a material contribution of
equipment to Serpukhov and that the Protocol include a definite
decision for participation by your scientists in neutrino beam
experiments which might be carried out at the National Accelerator
Laboratory, including the supply of the resultant bubble chamber
pictures to the Soviet Union for measurement and analysis.

As Dr. Friedman explained, these points create some difficulties
for us and I would like to suggest that you give further consider-
ation to the approach that an arrangement providing for joint
projects at Serpukhov and at the National Accelerator Laboratory
on a reciprocal basis constitutes in itself a reasonable basis
for cooperation. In this regard, while we would find it difficult
to agree in advance of consideration of proposals from U.S.SRK.
scientists to a specific experiment, we are prepared to provide
a categorical assurance that a joint experiment can be
performed at NAL.

In spite of our inability to reach agreement on all the terms of
a Protocol at this time, we hope that these outstanding issues may
be resolved rapidly to our mutual satisfaction. Meanwhile, we look

Privileoed
Information

nag



forvard to continuing the excellent cooperation between our selentists
In all fields of peaceful applications of atomic energy, Including
high energy physics. In this connection, I would like to suggest that
we consider the possibility of proceeding on an ad hoc basis with the
proposal of Profecsser Drickey to collaborate with the Institute for
High Energy Physics (Serpukhov) and Dubna on a plon-electron scattering
experiment. We believe that this expaviment affords najor benefits to
your sclentists as well as to ours since we believe that the Improved
accuracy made poszible through the use of Dr, Drickey's equipment and
the special techniques he has develeped considerably improve the chance
that this experiment will produce important results. As you kao, the
schedule for this experiment at Serpulihow requires that a Qecision be
nade in tho immediate future concerning thé possibility of U.S.
participation in it. We would be glad in arrangine for such ad hoe
cooperation, to assure you of a reciprocal opportunity to participate
In a joint experiment at FAL unfer terms to be agre2d upon in a wore
formal arxranxoaont. ’

Ke continue to be interested in vorkiny out a Protocol to serve ns a
franewvork for more extensive joint'projects at Serpukhov and at the
Rational Accelerator Laboratory on a reeiprocal basis. If you anrree
that this would be of mutual fatercst, we are prepared to pursue the
natter further and we look forward to recodvin~ vour corrents.,

Dr. Friednan has dnforaed we that your schedule does not pernlt your
accepting ny invitation to visit the United States before October of
1970. I am disappointed rot to have the opportunity to sec you carlie
this year, but I understand end sympathize swith the demands of your
heavy schedule. I can sssure you that we will wolcome your visit to
the U.S. this fall.

With kindest personal rezards,

Slucerely

Chairman
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May 12, 1970
OD

Dr. Abraham Friedman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Division of Research
IT ile. Tomson asd Tim wind cot Flamoomcssini
1aL psn ast np y Lity oLvo Lave d qu

Nashington, D. C. 20545

Dear Abe:

Enclosed is a complete copy of my trip report covering the visit to the
Soviet Union March 15--27, 1970. I apclogize for any lack of complete-
ness or inaccuracies which may exist in this report and would appreciate
it if you read this document and make any necessary corrections.

At this late date it is becoming nearly impossible for us to collaborate
in the pi-e experiment unless agreement is reached immediately, but I
feel strongly that this should in no way influence the possibility for
ultimate collaboration. Clearly there are compelling scientific and social
reasons to continue cur efforts to reach an agreement.

My recommendations in this respect are:
1 Bubble chamber experiments offer the most favovable method for

Serpukhov to collaborate. I support the recommendation of Tom
Fields to explore ways of offering used automatic film measuring
devices to the Russians. The proposals by Eiy and by Stevenson
appear to be the most fruitful to pursue at this time.

We should extend thc opportunity for collsborative experiments at
NAL even if the present Serpukhov negotiations do not reach an
agreement. (I realize thai. a delicate negotiating point is
involved here.)

Proposals of the Lindenbaum type are the most welcome electronic
experiments at Serpukhov. Discussions on this experiment should
be pushed.



Dr. Abraham Friedman
May 12, 1970
Page 2

Some sort of agreement should be reached to define the status
of Dubna physicists in these joint experiments. This could be
either a direct agreement with Dubna or an agreement with the
State Committee covering Dubna physicists.

I want to express my thanks to you and to all of my colleagues for their
efforts in behalf of the pi-c experiment.

Sincerely, }
£

4.

?

Darrell Diichk

DD:jt
Enclosure
cc: W. Wallenmeyer (AEC)

/ V. Weisskopf (MIT): Serer (UCmo—
1, Ticho (UCLA)

. Terry (UCLA)

. Cool (Brookhaven)

. Wenzel (Berkeley-LR:

. Fields (NAL)
W. Panofsky (SLAC)
B. Hildebrand (AEC)
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March 15--27, 1970

Darrell Drickey

March 15--21 This period was spent as a part of the AEC delegation negotiating

the protocol permitting joint US--USSR experiments at Serpukhov

and Batavia. A report has been made separately.

March 21--24 Dubna

Technical

The Tsyganov group and T talked about technical problems of

the pi-e experiment and about ways of implementing the collabora-

tion, Equipment to be furnished by each side was further

defined. I agreed to supply the computer, spark chamber readout

electronics, some fast discriminators and hodoscope latches and to

try to find a better shower counter. The Tsyganov group would

supply all olier equipment. Data would be taken on 9 track

magnetic tape and transcribed to 7 track tape compatible with

Dubna computers probably by copying them at CERN. The Tsyganov

group will redo their electronics using integrated circuits

before they run if the collaboration does not take place.

IC's are now available to them. I was given one monolithic

and one hybrid circuit to bring back with me.



Kelpakov at Dubna has just received a Hewlett-Packard

2116B computer. It is similar to the UCLA computer we propose

to take to Serpukhov except only 8K and no disc. He will now

argue for additional money to upgrade this system. There

are also rumors of a Varian on-line computer recently received

at Serpukhov,

Ne had many discussions of on-line and off-line software.

They are now doing their computing on a CDC 1600 and also on

a BESM-6. A BESM-3 is used for on-line tests at Dubna and a

BESM-4 will be used at Serpukhov.

I agreed to submit a proposal to Serpukhov covering the colla-

borative experiment. We agreed that if the collaboration

proceeds
1) a test at SLAC is too difficult within the time

period remaining.

:} that an exchange of software people for one month

apiece in June or July is essential. This would pro-

bably be Shepard from UCLA and Niczypouruk (Polish) from

Dubna.

4) Three U. S. physicists would arrive about the end of

3) We would ship all equipment about 1 August.

August.



5) The experiment would start October 15 and probably

end March 15.

6) Off-line analysis would be carried out in parallel

at UCLA--SLAC and at Dubna.

Baldin: Tysganov, Kuznetsov and I met with Baldin who is

recovering from an illness. Baldin later called Logunov in

an attempt to determine a) the price for the American entry

into Serpukhov or b) the price of this one (pi-e) experiment.

Nothing new resulted except that the figure 1--1.5 million

was mentioned. Dubna, as yet, has no official agreement with

Serpukhov but would like to include a section permitting

Americans to collaborate with Dubna on joint experiments at

Serpukhov,
Bune isoy! Dubna has at least three electronic experiments

that they would like to propose at NAL. They are p-p

scattering by Nikitin, pi-e by Tsyganov, and K° regenera-

tion by Savin. In addition, Kuznetsov is very interested in

spending one year at Berkeley as suggested by Stevenson-Ely.

We outlined a schedule of invitation. Each invitation

must be at least four months in advance. We agreed on

1) an invitation to Nikitin and Tysganov jointly to visit

UCLA, SLAC, and NAL for two to three weeks starting

October1.A copy should be sent to Kuznetsov.



2} An invitation to Kuznetsov for one year starting

Octcber 1 with copies to Petrosyants, Bogolyubov, and Baldin.

3; An invitation at a date later than January 1 for Savin

to visit NAL regarding his experiment.

It was manifestly clear that there is not enough time remaining

for anyone to come to the 1970 NAL Summer Study.

Romanov: (International Division) I was paid 37.50 roubles

for five days work at Dubna. In addition, my hotel was

paid. Romanov and Kuznetsov are — for a US--Dubna agreement.

This could perhaps be carried out as an exchange of letters once

the protocol is agreed upon.

March 25--26 Serpukhov
Tsyganov and I negotiated the wording of Appendix A covering

the pi-e experiment with Sulyeav. I also visited the apart-

ments proposed for our use.

Logunov (Galina translating, Tsyganov, Sulyeav present)

We had a long discussion concerning the failure of the recent

protocol negotiations. Each of us restated our positions;

all was done in an extremely friendly atmosphere. I believe

I made the points very strongly with him,

a) without pi-e there is little chance of a collaboration

b) the decisions are that of the physics community

c) we are all in desperate straits because of increasing NAL

expenditures and a constant budget.

1) I admitted that there is no overwhelming interest in Serpukhov

experiments.



e) it is impossible for us to guarantee v film, but,

for example the Stevenson collaboration could naturally

provide the vehicle for obtaining it.

In exchange, Logunov made these points

a) Their price is a Molly plus some on-line computers,

about 1--1.5 x 10° §. Tsyganov feels that this is

negotiable downward.

b) They do not feel Batavia is a realistic exchange

c) 10% is really not much; they will not be overwhelmed

by it in comparison to their total budget.

d) They were disappointed that the Americans were not

ready to discuss specifics.

We agreed that exchanges should continue; and I told them that

Lindenbaum was intended as the next visitor. Logunov had talked

to Lindenbaum (at least someone had) and Was under the impression
that he was ail ready to come. I attempted to clarify the situa-

tion, explaining that the system is a part of the AGS Users'.

They were afraid that there had been some misunderstanding with

Krisch. I explained his ISR commitment.



ANNEX A

in English and Russian



ANNEX A

To the Protocol of

PICH-FLEGTRON SCATTHRING
1. About Cctober 1970, a plon-eclectron scattering experiment

using an on-line computer system previously developed and

tested shall be started at the Institute of High Eriergy

Physics by a mixed team of scientists from the U.S. end

from the Soviet Union end other member countries of the

Joint Tnstitute Tor Iiuclear Research. The purpose of the

experiment is to determine if the pion is as big as the

proton. Both are predicted to have a radius 0.04 Tf from

P dominance, yet the proton radius is 0.81 ff. It is
important to understand if this difference is due to

peculiarity of the nucleon or to a brakdown of vector dominance.

2. The Soviet Party will supply:

a) a previously tested 50 GeV/c pion beam;

b) a 20cm x 50cm by *m spectrometer magned;
2) necessary beam time, electricity, water and other

support services;

d) wire spark ehamber and pulsing system;

e) necessary counters;

f) liquid h¥jdrogen target.
The U.S. Party will supply:

a) an on-line computer system consisting of a 16K, 16 bit

computer, a 184k, © millisecond access time disc,

Celetype, vaper-tape recder, line printer, storage
sscilloscope display and the on-line softuare system;
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MAOH-DAEKTPOIHCE PACCECHUE,

I Dlputausarennsro 3 oxradps 1970 r. B HIB ci

nari oOvepnHerHOM Tpynnn yuenwx we CHA nm CCCP n apy-

IHX CT PAH=Y HAC TIE 0GDeaUECIHOTO Hucruryra Szepimx

Mccuenosanuil OyAeT HAYA? SiCHCPHMEHT NO IHCH=DICKTPOH-

HOMY pOCCGSHUD © HCIOIB30BANNEM HG OCPSICTBEHHO! CBa-

34 BLY CHUTSNBHO HATH u QUIAPATYPH, M1pCJEAPUTEIS=
EO NOZATOTOBICHHCI UH opodosanroil. lens DiCIe picHTa
COCTOAT B 2031, yT0SH ONpeLednTh, ABIEETcd Iu paziuep
MIOHA HACTOIBKO 5G GOIBLLI, KAL U pasuep nporoHa.lio

OPENCHA3aUMD «= ZOIIIAHTHOCTY pPajuyC Har IUOHA, Tak

8 mpoToua Zomsed GuTh paved 0,64 (epi, B TO BpEu

Kall B FelicTsuTeNsHoCT paxnnyc npcrona panen 0.81 Gepui.
BazHo IOHATH, BW3Baua JU DTA PA3HANA 0COGSHIOCTAMI

HyKaIoua, Hil BERT ODHAA ACHUHAHTHOCTH HADYLACTCH.

1.Cozercias cronoua 00ecneyuBacTs |

a) Hacrpeeunuil u onpoGobasnuii HHOMHMI Hydow
¢c nunyascou 50 I'ss/c, oo

6) Anamuanpyomuii NMATHOT © paGoici
20 x 50 x 300 cxu°, |

B) Heo0xoii10e Bpeud Ha Iy4YKe, BJIGLTPOBHED-

I'l, Ccualzenue BOZOL UW paboTy Apyrix BCIONOTAT eIBIHE

009 CTRH

r) lpoBOnOYHHC HCHDOBHE HKAMEDH U CHCTELy IX

BHCOXCBOJIBTHOTO MUTAHUM,

7) HeoGxonmme cues,
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Luepuzaidciod cE opiid elcIaiicRstele)g:

a) BuudCcHUTEeNBHYHD CUCTEiy B JIHAD, COCTOALYD

13 COCCTBOHNO BUYKCIAUTENBNOH Main, C ONCPATUBHON Ig

naten 16K I6 paspasnnx CIcD, AHCHOB ra 18% K ¢ Bpeue-

ner CCparienus 6 UTI CERYHL, renaTaliia, CUATHBABRICTO

§oTDONCEBA ¢ Gyuasncid JenTh, IPaguKONOCTPONTEif, CUG=
POL npeACTABIS EA ABNEY HA 3alcuBEaniel oCHuIorpa-
he UB CHCTELY NPOTpaluHoTd ofecneuenus ANA pasoTH B

POAJIBIIOH HACHTACS BDGUCHH. |

¢) Cucreuy NpCuexyTO HOI HAMATH AM 3aliCh
KOODZAEAT © LATHIT OCT PUES KaMGDe |

3) Heznenayh dIeiRpoNaARy ARS QUINNITYAHCTO aHd-
nua HB peracTpanMd Hsgopualdn CG IOACCHOINR.

rr) BucTpyin SICHTPOHUKY HEOGXOAMLYD ZA 2aiyc-

HCKPOBHX KAuGPe
3. Jlpyrue Haydlie, TCXEUYECKUC U OPTeHISAIUOH-

He BONpOCH OyAyT perarscaBcoorpercrsiu ¢ IpoToxo-
70M NO COTIACOBAKUD CROPOH,
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ca carrying cul of Joint dn the {i2ld of high wurgy physics
pt {he ecceloxators of the Institute for High Frevoy Ihysica (Sompithov),Uasn,

end {ao National focolorator Lebaratory (Chileno) USh, beiibcen ho Sinto Coraitics

for tho utilization of afodc nore, Ui, and ho US Atomic Inorey Codiosion

Tho State Commission for ihe viilizniion of aloric encryy of the Usk (Stato

Committen) end the UeSeidomlc Dnorsy Comsicsicn (Mul)

beading in pind the coeonszaiicon in the ficld of the wtlilization of altoids

enor for peaceful uscsg :

talking into consldemition the fant hat the Stale Coomities io using at Sarpulhov

tha 70 Cov gynchrotron end tho ALC 1s conotruciing the 200 Cov gynchvolron at the

Satienal Accelerator laboratory in Chleagos

vrgeesding from article YI of the iiznorandum on co=operdiicn dn the £igld of

peaceful uses of atomic enoyey betwen tho Stats Comndidos for tho uitilizatiom of

nionic energy of the U3 ord the U, Se ALD to ths povucmont between the Union of the

Soviet Sootalist Republica and tho Ualtsd States of fmorica oa the exchanga in the fislds

of science, technology, education, culturc and in oiher ficlds for the pericd of

1970-2871,

bnvo aoresd 83 follous:e

FRTICLE I.

I.Tho State Conwdtlos ond the ALC will carry cul the prozrarme of Joint rescarch of

the 70 Cav synchrotron at the Iustitute for High nergy Fliysics ( Ssrpukhov ) and et

the £00 Gev synchrotron at the lationad Accelerator Laboratory { Chalcagn)e |

24This co-operation shall initially cover the following experiuents carried out at IELP:

- tho study of plon~electron seatiering at hizh erergies with the view of dotormining

vion foru~factors

- $0 study of plon and coon scattering on protons ad small ancles:

- OC N tho study of non-clostie proton scattoring processes ca protons.
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2. ixnenses for the transport of the equipuent specified in Annex I an well aa rospene

sioility Jer the safely and —_—— of the couivment on route shall be estziliched wider

the conditions, coserived in this Anncze

De es -onaivility and ezponges for ae transoort of the equipuent snd materials fron

the Sovict Union to the Hadicual Accelerator Leboratury ( Cricaze} md yack as well as

the res cnoibility for the safety end insurangs of tie equi zient ca route shall rest with

the Stato :Stato Uitte.

AVICVd Ake TeLh 5.

f. Hach arty shall ensure the selection ef the staf? of the necczsary skills and

corpetence te toke yzrd in the progran of the joint prejecise In the coarse of their
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3. The stuff of exch vary shall confors to the general muloa of work and cafetly in

force at the host eatablichnont.

4. he Fariies will provide cash other with the toechnicel norms end safely rules in

force et cir establishments end thay £i2ll epvee upon then for thely cornon une,

Se Bach arty shall psy for the travel and living expenses of its staff when staying

at the Anboratories of the other Party. he Parties hossver many cgree won other pringi-

rles in particular ine Parties agree to consider the principle of tie exchange cf the

srecialiots cn the currency free md equivient basis.

6. inch arty ghall rrovide the jersomel of tha gther Pariy and fouilicn spnartoents

fer Tie corres; onding charge. The Parties agree $o censider at a later date the proposal

for the Jrovision of tho arorizents free of charpzo on tii cjuivalant Lesis.

Te Inch Dayrty hall provide all the necessary assistance to the porommel end fazdlicg

of the other Farty in respect of pdrinistmtive forralities (visas, travel arrangesents ete

8. The atatus of the sialfl of cach Party wdle at the laboratory of the other Povty

shall be defined in secordunce vith the laws of the hoat rortye In this connection fhe

Parties will exchange letters within § months after the siming of this Protocol,

EVPIOLY G ®

1. Within four months afer signing the resout Protocsl the Fexrties shall work out

edditicral Terug, determining the responair Pity Lov oll kinds of Qurages.

ASTICLE “1.

te E=nch Party shall ve responcible for providing funda necessary to meet the respective

pblisations reswdiirz from the present Protocol znd shall centrol their soendinsd

AETICLE Ea

to #211 questions arising during the terms of the Protocol shall be settled by the

Paytics by putunl soreorent



ARTICLE ©Je

the present Protocol shall eone into force from the duy of its sizing and shall Le

velid during § years front the day of tho. Yesimning of the first Civeriont-ad THe (Gerpukd

Cpe rarty shell be inforied in ie uritten Torm of the other lariy's intention to

psuagend fie pregnet Protocol oly nenihs. before it expires.

ghee present Protocol is drawn in two original cdples, cach in fussimn and Tnglish both

being authentic and equally valide



ITINERARY

March 15

March 10

March 17

March 18

March 19

March 20

March 21

March 21--
24

March 25

March 25,
74

March 26

March 27

Arrive Moscow 8 p.m.
Delegation Members: Panofsky, Fields, Friedman, Drickey

Meeting at the State Committee in Moscow. Exchange of
draft protocols. In the afternoon, travel by car to SerpukhoV.

Two meetings in Serpukhov to discuss the protocol.

Tour of Serpukhov laboratory followed by the final meeting
at -Serpukhov. Return to Moscow by car in the evening.

Final meeting on the protocol at the State Committee in
Moscow.

Meeting with Chairman Petrosyants at the State Committee.
Departure from Moscow of all other U. S. delegates.

Travel to Dubna by car.

Technical discussions with the Tsyganov group about the
pi-e experiment. Discussions with Dubna officials about
collaborative experiments.

Travel by car to Serpukhov accompnanied by Tsyganov.

Discussions with Sulyeav, Logunov and Tsyganov concerning
American participation at Serpukhov and Soviet participa-
tion at Batavia. Draft Annex A of the protocol covering
the collaborative pi-e experiment.

Return to Moscow by car.

Depart Moscow.



Preliminary Session 1

Moscow

March 16, 10:00 a.m,

Present:

Soviet: Smolin, Fillipov, Titkov, Sulyeav,

U.S. Friedman, Panofsky, Fields, Drickey, Harbin

This preliminary meeting at the State Committee in Moscow was for

the purpose of arranging the schedule and for the exchange of draft

protocols. The previous anderstanding was ‘that their version would be

used as a basis for the renotiations. Smolin presented their version,

which was in Russian only; we presented our version in both English and
Russian. It was mend that we travel together to Serpukhov in the

afternoon for two days of discussions and return to Moscow for final

discussions on Thursday and Friday. Smolin announced that we were to

meet Chairman Petrosyants on Friday at 5:00 p.m, The Russian version

of the protocol mentioned specific experiments in contrast to ours.

They _ at Serpukhov

1. pi-e scattering
2, pi and K scatt~ring at small angles

3, inelastic pp scattering

at Batavia -

1. Hydrogen bubble chamber picturesfrom a neutrino beam exposure.

We pointed out our limited time schedule (Panofsky had to return on

Thursday) and that we hoped to complete discussions on the protocol

plus one annex. They pointed out the symmetry in their protocol

between the 78 GeV accelerator and the 200 GeV accelerator and that



there was one protocol plus several annexes, They agreed to provide

us with a translation of their draft by the following morning.

Serpukhov Session 1

March 17, 10:15 a.m,

Present

Soviet:

JoS.:

Prokoskin, Sulyeav, Logunov, Titkov, Smolin, Zoikovsky,

Kuznetsov, Tsyganov, Yarba, Naumov

Friedman, Panofsky, Drickey, Fields, Harbin

A translation of the Soviet draft protocol was given to us just

prior to this session; the session began after we had spent about one-

half hour reviewing the document,

The procedure adopted for the discussions was to start at the

beginning of the draft protocol and proceed article by article. We

agreed to the preamble to the protocol and to the first part of

Article 1, These discussed, in a general way, that the purpose of

the agreement was to provide for joint experiments in high SheTgy

physics both at Serpukhov and at NAL.

We could not agree to two subsequent clauses in Article 1. These

clauses covered pi-e scattering, the Lindenbaum (pi-K proton

scattering) and the Krisch (p*p scattering) experiments at Serp-

ukhov and a neutrino exposure in a hydrogen bubble chamber at NAL.

Panofsky discussed our position, pointing out that only the pi-e

experiment had a fixed schedule. The others needed an exchange of



the proposing scientists followed by a precposal submitted to the

appropriate scientific review committee, Only the committee can approve

an experiment. Of the four experiments under consideration, only pi-e

scattering was an approved experiment, He discussed Lindenbaum's

proposal and suggested that a visit was required in order to discuss

problems in detail. An annex based on specific arrangements by Lindenbaum

could then be arranged.

Logunov agreed that this procedure must be followed for any experi-

ment, but both he and other members of the delegation, particularly

Prokoskin, were concerned that the scope of the collaborationwasunde-

fined, This was particularly important for the accelerator people. In

reply, Panofsky reiterated that the steps in implementing a collaboration

are

1) Informal discussions to form a group

2) A scientific decision on scientific merit in conjunction with

the experimental abilities of the group.

He also discussed the proposal schedule for future exneriments. These were

a) The Lindenbaum visit

b) A visit by Ely (Berkeley) to discuss bubble chamber

collaborations,

In addition, Kuznetsov was invited to visit Berkeley for one year,

the exchange serving as the basis for future plans.

¢) The Krisch proposal must wait until 1973 because of the ISR

experiment by his group scheduled for next year.

Friedman proposed that we modify their draft to exclude specific

sxperiments since they must be decided on the basis of scientific



proposals submitted to a program committee. Furthermore, the NAL

program is not, at present, clear and no decisions on large pieces of

equipment have, as yet, been made.

Logunov emphasized

1) They must have a kind of guarantee for participation,

2) A definition of the scope of the collaboration.

They do not require specific experiments only the rightisnecessary.

He proposed several times to .use the phrase "If NAL decides to do the

experiment, then some pictures can be made available to Serpukhov."

After further discussion, we agreed to drop this point but return

to it later.

We proceeded to the next article of the protocol with only minor

changes until we arrived at the next big topic. Article 2.2 of their

draft stated that equipment supplied by the USAEC shall remain their

property enh for that specified in Annex I. We proposed to exclude

this phrase. In response Smolin said that Annex I was not yet defined;

by excluding Annex I, the possibility of a material contribution was not

left in, This position is similar to that in the CERN and French agree-

ments.

Friedman pointed out that the 'quid pro quo” in these discussions

was 200 GeV for 70 GeV, in fact an asymmetrical arrangement already.

There could be some scientific advantage in leaving equipment at Serp-

ukhov after experiments were over; the proposed language left this

possibility open. There was no preclusion, but the intent would be

different from the French and CERN agreements,



A long discussion followed. Sulueav said that the question of a

material contributionwasraisedinorder to improve the quality of

physics overall. Logunov was concerned that an asymmetrical situation

could arise if the scope of the collaboration was not defined. Panofsky

attempted to define the scope by saying that we visualized the program

as one experiment following another, i.e. one at a time. During this

discussion, Logunov mentioned that on-line computers were needed and

could be a part of the material contribution. In exchange, they could

offer an ASTAELTY at Satavin. Friedman and Panofsky both said that it
is .impossible to agree in the protocol to leave equipment and that a

negotiated asymmetry was impossible because of the necessity for

scientific review of proposals. The symmetry of opportunity existed,

but because of the length of the agreement, it is possible that there

could be more Soviet experiments at Batavia than U,S. experiments at

Serpukhov. Friedman also stated that we are prepared to consider

methods to assist experiments at Serpukhov but could not make a formal

agreement to leave equipment. Logunov asked us if the material contri-

bution was eliminated in favor of Soviet participation at NAL, After

a long discussion where we pointed out that it is possible that some

equipment could indeed be left at Serpukhov after an experiment, Fried-

man answered that no material contribution was considered in the U.S.

We propose joint enpevinenty at Serpukhov and NAL and had no authority

to agree to other alternatives. It is possible that no equipment at all

need be furnished by the Soviets for Batavia experiments.

Article 3 of their draft protocol dealt with equipment. We agreed

to supply all necessary equipment for experiments at Serpukhov, with



the understanding that the scientific direction of each experiment

would decide what was necessary. They would undertake the same

obligation at NAL. The problem of export controls was raised by

Logunov (with —— to NAL experiments). We amdasd that, in some

cases, the problem unfortunately exists, Friedman and Panofsky both

gave their personal opinion that, although regulations exist, one

could apply for exemptions and that they would support such applications.
A successful collaboration would increase the chances that such exemptions

would be granted. Logunov seemed to emphasize the wording that each

party supply all equipment as in the CERN agreement. Although the

point was not completely clear, there seemed general agreement that
such decisions would be nade on a scientific basis and would, in any

case, be defined in the annexes covering specific experiments. Logunov

used the AGS as an analogy, where users supply all of the equipment,

Discussion then proceeded to Article 4 covering shipment of equip-

ment. A legal point was raised by the Russians. Equipment should be

sent by the sending party to the receiving laboratory so that the question

of damages during shipment would not be confused. (The CERN agreement

states that responsibility of the sending party stops at the Soviet

border.) They have had difficulties with insurance in such cases,

We agreed to their wording subject to legal review,

Article 5 dealt with administrative arrangements. No substantive

disagreement appeared although we agreed that the scientific direction

of each experiment should be free to select the staff necessary to carry

out the experiment. Housing was also discussed; Friedman and Smolin

agreed to explore methods of reciprocal exchange since the charging for



housing in the Soviet Union is different than in the U.S. Each host

party would provide emergency medical aid, the terms of these

administrative arrangements to be marked out later in a memorandun.



Serpukhov Negotiating Session II

March 17, 1970 - 5:45 p.m.

Present:
Soviet

ij. 3.

Prokoshkin, Sulyeav, Logunov, Titkov, Smolin, Zoikovsky,
Kuznetsov, Tsyganov, Yarba, Naumov

Friedman, Panofsky, Drickey, Fields

After a long lunch we resumed the negotiations by agreeing to cover

medical aid in a special memorandum and not specifically in the protocol.

Article 5 was then agreed upon as were 6, 7 and 8 dealing with administrative

problems, damage responsibility, funding, and grievances respectively.

Article 9 of the Russian draft protocol defined the term of the agreement

to be five years from the date of the first joint experiment at Serpukhov.

We objected, primarily because the beginning of an experiment is difficult

to define. We did propose three solutions:

1) five years from now.

2) until December 31, 1975.

3) five years from the beginning of the first experiment at Serpukhov.
but not later than December 31, 1975.

None of these proposals was definitively accepted.

During the discussions, Logunov proposed a term that looks like this.

[ Serpukhov
5 Years

Batavia

 5S Years

Friedman proposed
C3 ons

; olgning Seroukhov
Batavia

S vear-  |. renewal



The term of the French agreement is six years from the beginning of the

operation of Mirabelle. Logunov pointed out that this is, for physicists,

a well-defined period. Friedman argued that a fixed term was required. If

pi-e does not start in 1970, the agreement had no fixed ending in time. He

proposed that the term be not later than December 31, 1975. Logunov was

still disturbed by a possible snoquailty. NAL experiments could start as

late as 1974 so that Soviet participation would not be practical in only a

one-year period. He, in fact, proposed that we could go back to a full

symmetry and to the question of material contributions. Panofsky pointed out

that pi-e preparation was already started and the experiment scheduled for

October 15, 1970 so that there was in fact no discrepancy in our proposal

and theirs except that we were unable to accept other than a fixedtime

limit. This position was reiterated by Friedman. Logunov also came back to

his point that the scope must be defined, Panofsky said that we anticipate

one experiment at a time at both places for planning purposes except for

possible new and interesting experiments. Furthermore,in practice, the

Americans would bring a lot of gear to Serpukhov whereas initially the

Soviets might participate at Batavia without bringing substantial equipment.

Exact symmetry was difficult to define.

Logunov's position was that Serpukhov is a working laboratory--short

of people and funds. They are too busy to start a Batavia group. On the

other hand, our (American) interest in Serpukhov decreases as Batavia

approaches. He felt that the same number of experiments would be a good

solution. We eventually left the term to be defined during the final meeting

in Moscow. The session ended by our agreeing to send them copies of Batavia

proposals as soon as they were available and by our pressing on them the

invitation to send Soviet scientists to the 1970 summer study at NAL.
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Serpukhov Negotiating Session III

March 18, 1970 - 11 a.m.

Present:
Soviet

U.S.

Sulyeav, Logunov, Titkov, Smolin, Prokoshkin, Zoikovsky, Kuznetsov,
Tsyganov, Yarba, Naumov

Frideman, Panofsky, Drickey, Fields

This session started after a morning tour of the accelerator. Fields

and Prokoshkin entered later because they were busy discussing the experi-

mental program for Fields' talk at the Wisconsin 200 GeV meeting.

Smolin presented the results of their caucus on the protocol.

They agreed that pi-e should be directly mentioned in the protocol, i.e

2)

that specific mention of the Krisch and Lindenbaum experiments should

be dropped. |

Thev insisted on the inclusion of the neutrino experiment at NAL.

Logunov pointed out that they must have a guarantee of participation at

NAL. Friedman presented our willingness to agree to guarantee one experiment

at NAL to be mutually — upon after scientific review. This did not

seem to satisfy them. Smolin and Logunov both used the phrase "proposal"

in discussing the neutrino experiment. Logunov once again was willing to

add a phrase such as "in case such an experiment is performed". He emphasized

that we were here talking about programmatic physics and that they want to

participate in only one experiment out of many in the program. Panofsky

replied that we could not agree to an experiment in any specific field nor

to any specific experiment. It will prolodbly be one and one-half years

before ony specific decisions are made. Logunov expressed surprise that no



one from NAL was a part of the delegation. Fields and Panofsky are on the

Program Committee of NAL and this secmed to be satisfactory. In response to

Friedman's opinion that a specific proposal would take at least a year to

clear the NAL program committee, Logunov said, '"We hereby propose such an

experiment, if there is no such experiment, you undertake no obligation."

"On the behalf of many Soviet physicists, this is a matter of principle

for us also." Our reply was that we had no Aran to undertake such

a commitment; we could only guarantee that one experiment would be per-

formed and that al? pronosals would be considered.

We continued discussion on the protocol, agreeing on minor points and

wording. Smolin reserved the right to clear some of the wording with the

State Committee in Moscow. The final Serpukhov session dissolved at 1:30 p.m.

and we returned to Moscow that evening.

State Committee Session II

March 19, 1970 - 11 a.m.

Present:
Soviet ~~ Smolin, Titkov, Sulyeav, Fillipov, Kuznetsov, Tsyganov

J.S. . Friedman, Fields, Drickey, Harbin

Smolin opened the session by announcing a shift in our meeting with

Petrosyants from 5:00 p.m. on Friday to 10 a.m. Friday. He then announced that

they wanted to reopen the question of a material contribution because of

difficulties in comparison with the French and CERN agreements.

Friedman's reply pointed out that we were offering a unique opportunity;

access to a 200 to 400 GeV accelerator whereas France and CERN could not make

such an offer. Our costs were huge in comparison with the cost of Mirabelle



and the CERN equipment. The pi-e experiment was of interest both to us and

to Dubna and this was our primary concern. There are two problems with the ma-

terial contribution: a) principle and b) the scientific details. We attempted,

at this point, to determine specifically what equipment would satisfy them,

in particular if the equipment for the ph experiment would be sufficient.

After some discussion, it was clear that they were not interested‘inthis

equipment but in a much larger (at that time undefined) contribution. We

pointed out that our collaboration on pi-e is itself a substantial contribution

since the experiment would be shstantially improved. Smolin did not deny

this, but said that the time required might be longer but the result would

probably be approximatelythesame.Smolin said specifically that a large

computer was not required, but that some material contribution was necessary

He ultimately mentioned small on-line computers and automatic film-processing

equipment. (This equipment was, perhaps, better defined in a subsequent dis-

cussion between Drickey, Tsyganov, Sulyeav,and Logunov.)

We then agreed on the final wording of the protocol except for our

points of disagreement.
a) the material contribution

b) the NAL neutrino film

c¢) the term of the agreement.

Titkov presented the itinerary for the visit of U.S. fast reactor spe-

cialists in the Soviet Union. Shevchenko was not included contrary to previous

agreement. Friedman pointed out that he must take this matter up with Petro-

syants at our meeting on the following morning.



MEETING WITH CHAIRMAN PETROSYANTS

March 20, 1970--10:00 a.m,

Present

Soviet

U. S.

Petrosyants

Titkov, Petrosyants, Smolin, Fillipov, and a translator

Friedman, Fields, Drickey, Harbin

Thank you for the letter from Mr. Seaborg. He seemed to

say Or joint visit to Dubna. Concerning this letter, we

actually discussed the exchange of high-level visits,

Frankly, things are moving slowly concerning this visit,

My schedule is very tight for this year; I go abroad only

ES 2 year, I will make an official visit to Britain in

May and so will be unable to visit Dr. Seaborg, and am

very sorry. I would like to go to the U. S. in October/

November and would like to receive a special letter. I am

interested in the visit, since I last visited the U., S. in

1963 and many changes have taken place. We would be pleased

to receive Seaborg in December, 1970 or any month in 1971;

but I prefer December, 1970 even though it is cold, Seaborg

could visit the Caucuses, Armenia, Georgia and Ukraine.

Please convey these proposals to Seaborg., I will visit in

October and November and in December, Seaborg can visit here

As far as the signing of the Memorandum, I propose Seabhorg

sign it in Washington and send it to the State Committee.

We will immediately sign it.



Friedman

Petrosyants

Friedman

Seabtorg asks me to convey his best greetings and to say

he enjoyed his visit and, although he is disappointed, he

appreciates your tight schedule. I will inform him that

Mr, Pectrosyants will appreciate a letter regarding the

visits. We are agreeable to signing the memorandum by mail,

Frankly, I will not write this but will tell you, we

expected the invitation from Seaborg in October or

November. After that, I decided to accept the British

invitation. I am a little to blame and also Seaborg for the

delay.
I appreciate the frankness expressed from you and Smolin.

I also speak frankly. Perhaps it is the mail that is to

blame. Seaborg had written many months ago about high

energy physics cooperation and did not receive an answer.

When Mr, Smolin came, he brought a copy of the letter,

Friedman

which had still not been received, Immediately Seaborg

prepared a letter,

Let me continue, We have had long, difficult interesting

negotiations on high energy physics cooperation. ‘Both

sides have had the same objective, to cooperate. In

spite of this, there are a few points of non-agreement, i

have agreed to discuss these with Professor Seaborg and our

commission but I think they will be difficult to resolve,

Let me mention the two major points. One is the desire for a



Friedman (cont)
material contribution in exchange for the availability

of Serpukhov. We propose the use of NAL and that this

would serve as the quid pro quo. Secondly, a more tech:

nical point was the request for NAL neutrino film to be

supplied. We cannot agree to this because we cannot

even agree to American requests SEnue no decisions will

be made until the end of the youl or perhaps even later.

Panofsky and Fields are on the NAL advisory committee.

Fields A more general point, that of the scientists, as summarized

by Panofsky, is that of a collaboration between two equal

facilities and communities. For the first part, Serpukhov

would be the frontier facility, later, NAL would be the

frontier. We are anxious to share these facilities in an

equal and fair way. We believe that by proceeding in this
way, the quality of physics and of the facilities will be

maximized. I believe and my colleagues believe, that a

collaboration at Serpukhov will make significant contribu-

tions, not material contributions, but teckirioal contributions

i.e. advice and collaboration. We hope to continue to

improve the communication so that we can maximize output

of the two machines. |

Petrosyants All is clear, the foundation is solid. Logunov and Smolin

have kept me informed. I believe that this protocol should

not affect our cooperation. There are many points of agree-

ment. This should not prevent cooperation on other problems.



Petrosyants (cont.)

Frankly, we have some difficulties. I do not quite

understand these problems, you are a rich, organized country.

The scientific contribution of the Americans is very

great. I opened the conference at Yerevan last year;

the American contribution was great. The Russian dele-

gation was the largest, but the Americans were four

times more numerous than from any other foreign country.

Their quality was also high. CERN and France made large

material contributions to Serpukhov. We do not want

strategic material, only a major contribution.

Friedman I will not belabor this issue. The French and CERN have

no large accelerator and only unsettled plans. The U.S.

contribution is an accelerator costing us 300 to 400 x

10° rouble, and we feel that access to this accelerator

is a very important contribution. If this protocol fails,

we must be sure that cooperation continues. I hope that

we can encourage meetings and visits, not only Kiev but

also the NAL Summer Study.

Fieids I particularly emphasize the importance of individual

exchanges and visits to provide the groundwork for future

large scale agreements even if an agreement cannot be

made now.

Petrosyants I propose. The points of view of each side are clear.

We agree in general, but we have specific disagreements.



Petrosyants (cont.)

Perhaps you can make more specific proposals, if not,

it is not a frightening matter, we will continue our

cooperation. We cooperate closely with France, I be-

lieve thet joint projects are the best vehicle for

cooperation. The French minister, Ortoli, will visit

Serpukhov; we have signed a polarized target protocol

with the French. CERN also emphasises our collaboration.

If Americans live at Serpukhov, contacts will be close

and the material contribution will be small compared

to the importance of the contacts. That is all there is

to be said about this problem. We believe that the scientists

will be able to persuade the AEC that our point of view is

correct.

Friedman I will present Professor Petrosyants' point of view clearly

to Chairman Seaborg. Let me move on to another subject.

The schedule arranged by Mr. Smolin for the reactor spe-

cialists' visit is interesting, but we are very disappointed

that Shevchenko is not included. Specifically, Petrosyants

told Chairman Seaborg that it could be visited by our

reactor team. They had planned to arrive only ten days

from now. They find it unfortunate because they thought it

already approved. Furthermore, Shevchenko has already

been visited by the United Kingdom, France, and Sweden.

Smolin said that Shevchenko is under construction, but

Indian Point and Dresden were both in the midst of major

construction during.the Soviet visit. I have been informed



Friedman (cont.)

that our people consider this as very serious. I hope

that you can still make arrangements for a visit on a

timely basis.

Petrosyants

Friedman

I will reconsider this problem. If there is a possibility

of it being solved, I will do so. junrionns were the first

to visit Shevchenko; they were the ground breakers.

That is why we want to see it. They saw a hole in the

ground; now we want to see what you have put in it.

Petrosyants

Friedman

If I cannot solve the problem, tell Chairman Seaborg that

he will visit Shevchenko. I will, in any case, visit

Shevchenko with Seaborg. Convey that Seaborg can visit

under any circumstances, personally, with me.

Seaborg is ‘a Nobel prize winner, an expert in chemistry

and physics, but not in fast reactors. Can you estimate

when Shevchenko can be visited by our fast reactor team?

It may be more useful to postpone the visit of our spe-

cialists if there is only a short delay.

Petrosyants I don't know when. I will find out and reply. I will

summon the head of construction at Shevchenko. Novovoronezh

is under power now and would be very interesting to visit.

Friedman All sites will be interesting. Can I have an answer by

Monday? We will then know whether or not to postpone.



Petrosyants You are very efficient in the U.S.; we cannot do it. He,

the construction chief, cannot come from the Caspian Sea

until next week. Smolin had responsibility for the

itinerary up until now, and I only learned of the trouble

recently. It is not just the construction. I will look

at all of the problems. Any more remakrs? |

Friedman

Petrosyants

Our thanks to you, Smolin, Titkov and their colleagues.

These talks have been interesting and important. After

considerationoftheproblem, I hope it can be solved.

If not, it is not a tragedy.
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1000-GeV CYBERNELIC ACCELERATOR DEVELOFMIND:

PRESENT STATHS

A.L.Mints, A.A.Vasiliev, and E.L.Burshtein

I feel it greatly encouraging to speak to a qualified audience

like this one that requires no further argument in favour of the

importance of perpetual technological advancement into the field

of super-high energy particles. This point has been clearly brought
to evidence by esteemed scientific experts at a number of conferen-

ces held in the USSR, the USA andWest Europe. At present it is
impossible to foresee everything that is to be discovered with the

help of 200, 300, 400, or 1000-GeV protons. Nevertheless, broad
and quite lucid programs of experimental research based both on

continuaticn of dn, Canimenied investigations and on scienti-

fic extrapolations and forecasts of at least trends of future

research have been outlined.

In 1961, when the 70-GeV proton synchrotron (Serpukhov, USSR)

was Just under construction a group of Soviet scientists proposed

a new principle to be used in a proton accelerator desien for

essentially higher energies [1-2].
In 1963, at the International Accelerator Conference in Dubna

I.had the honour to present a paper describing our work on the

design of a 1000-GeV proton accelerator which we named “cybernetic”

[3]. At the same conference reports were made containing general

views on the design of this machine, main parameters of its scalb

nodel, theoretical principles of further development of the 1000-



GeV accelerator, etc [4-12]. At a number of subsequent interna-
tional and national conferences studies of this institute in the
field of this challenging problem were presented [13-25]. }

In addition to this general report, some other papers will be

presented by our colleagues at this ccnference,

Two volumes on the design of this accelerator and the future

sxperimental program have been issuedbytheRadiotechnical
Tartine ml afterwards published in English by the USA Atomic
Energy Commission. All this shows a certain interest in this design.
The Organizing Committee of this conference has invited us to make

this report alongside the reports on the design and construction
of 200-400-GeV accelerators in Batavia (Illinois, USA) and Shh of
300~GeV in West Europe under the leadership of CERN. )

of course, a question arises: will this major project be

| entirely sponsored by this country or shall ome give thoughts to

 some form of international co-operation? I believe it would be

most appropriate to have a preliminary exchange of opinions on
this question here in Erevan either at a sptcial panel or in the

lobbies. .
Wow leaving this financial and political problem, let me turn

to the scientific and engineering aspects of my report.

When starting a 1000-GeV accelerator design the fundemental
guestion is the choice of its systen. It is particularly essential

for during the two decades of successful applicationofatfirst
wealk-focusing and later strong-focusing proton synchrotrons new
proposals have appeared and are sb111 appearing which at first
sight seem to be more economical then the classical system of a

fixed-target circular proton synchrotron.
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During recent years both theoretical and experimental studies

of systems with colliding beams of charged particles wera conduct-

ed in some institutes in the USSR, the USA, France, and Italy. Col-
lision of proton toons of only about 25-GeV erergy corresponds to’

having a proton beam with an enercy of more than 1000 GeV, However,
the program of experimental research that can be carried out with

the use of colliding beans.1ls far from being exhaustive. Intense

beems of secondary short-life particles such as antiprotons, mesons,

hyperonsaswellas neutral particles with high energies can be
Suhotned only in accelerators with protons hitting fixed targets.

On the other hang, the colliding beams principle can be useful

in expanding the capabilities of super—high-energy machines elther

existing or under design. The construction of storage rings, for

instance,isalsoenvisaged in the 10C0-GeV design of the Radio-

technical Institute.
In recent years substantial progress and improvements have

been made in the so called methods of collective acceleration

proposed by V.I.Veksler and developed by V.F.Saruntsev in this

country [26-27]. Many works dealing vith the development of these

methods are being carried out in various countries [28]. The de-

velopment of these accelerators encounters a fairly lage number
of fundamental and engineering dificulties in achieving accelerat-

ion as well as in the effective use of such machines for physical

experiments. I shall not produce any more proofs in favour of co-
existence of Tixed-torget proton syunchrotrons, colliding-beanm
machines and collective-type accelerators. I should like only to

draw, your attention to the fact that although all these new methods

of acceleration are being widely studied and partially realized,

noneoftheprojectsof200-400-GeVor300-GeVclassical-tioe



accelerator has been rejected as yet.
It is proposed a wide -use of computers in these projects for

design and diagnostics. [29-32]. EE
In dealing with the development, improvement, modelling, and

designing our 1000-Ge¥ machineoureffortsaredirectedtoincreas-
ing ‘the efficiency, reducing the construction casts and easing the
strict allowances for the magnetic-field structure. At the same
bine, with the far future of the machine in mind, we are striving
to provide for a design that in the long run wad allen anincrease
of cubput energy up Yo 4000-5000.GeV. -. °°

We have already indicated in previous papers that in the oo
1000-GeV A J design a system had been adopted that imvolves
a 0.8-GeV linear accelerabor-injector and an 18-GeV nooster. Then
after further investigations on a number of magnet units, we have

come to conclusion that it is possible to raise the field in the
magnet gap up to 16 kG. This allowed bo reduce the radius of orbit
curvature down to 2080 m and therefore its length from 20.0 to

17.0 km.
Since construction of a 1000-GeV sce enainy is a very expen-

sive affair We = like the people constructing an accelerator near
Chicago - envisage its realization in two shagent first reaching
500 GeV (at an increased acceleration time of about 2.5 8) and then
going up to 4000 GeV (at 1-s acceleration time). oo

It is supposed that the preceding accelerator stages will also
operate in underrated conditions, i.e, the circular booster will
accelerate only ap to 6 GeV and only Hae first part of ne Towns
ap to 200 MeV will be useds

Considerable experience geined-on a scale model with small-
aperture vacuum. chamber (22x16 mm?) has convinced us that when
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correcting the magnetic Iield through a computer one can well keep

the deviation of beam from the center line of vacuum chamber within

quite small limits. As a result, for the 1000-GeV -machire a chamber

have been chosen with elliptic cross-section having radial length

of 66 mm and being 40 mm high.

The energy gain per turn in the main ring is 56 MeV. Transfer

to the injection energy in the main ring equal to 18 GeV allows to

have very small frequency modulation of RF accelerating voltage

A £/f = 0.12 per cent. The duration of accelerztion cycle is 1s
with 20 cycles per minute. The total RF power consumed by the

accelerating system is about 23 MF. :

The cybernetic accelerator is known to have a system of auto-

matic control of orbit position. This system is intended to. accormp-

lish automatic correction of magnetic field to ensure the beam

meaveliing close to the chamber center line. The operational prin-

ciple of the system is to process eiznals from pick-up electrodes

giving the transverse coordinates of beam and to correct for the

value of the magnetic field on the ground of these signal data.

of prime importance in the cybernetic accelerator is the choice
of method for compensation of magnetic field distortions. This is
achieved by a system of correcting magnet lenses placed in between

the magnet units.

The control of arbls shifts is supposed to be done in two

stages: transverse deviations of beam during the injection period

and transverse deviations of instantaneous equilibrium orbit faring
the entire acceleration period.

The orbit position control system contains 264 pick-up
electrodes (of capacitor type) to nessure beam deviation and 528
correcting lenses with amplifiers which feed lens windings. A

special computer derives from pick-up electrode signals the |



approvriate values of current in the lens windings. To control the

vetatron frequency a special device is aged shay excites coherent

betatron oscillations of accelerated particles, Pick-up electrodes
whose voltage is proportional to the shift of bunch center-of-mass
are placed at a distance equal to 2n integer nuxber of betatron

hali-waves plus ome querter of wave length. From pick-up signals
5 Surtath frequency component is dravn out that is compared with a

pre-calculated reference frequency. The error signal masters

current in magnet lenses that correct the gradient in the steering

regnet, The perturbations of vetatron oscillations of the bunch
center-of-mass should be such that, on the one hand, these

oscillations persist while the frequency is being measured and, on

the other Nand, the transverse beam dimensions should not increase

:ssensially by the end of acceleration cycle,

Provision is =z1lso made for other systems of automatic control
that maintain the resonance between the cccelerating RF electric

field and the frequency of varticle revolution and ensure the

oroduction of a required number of secondary particle beams.

How I would like to zo into scme details of the 1-GeV scale

model of cybernetic accelerator and of the resulis obtained during

the experiments,

The circular magnet consists of 100 nagret units arranged

into a stronz-focusing systen of FOTO type and placed alternately
inside and outside the orbit. The magnet structure of the acecele-

mater involves 10 superperiods of 5 minor magnet periods consist~

ing sach of a focusing sector, a straight section,adefocusing
sector, and a straight section. The pole faces have a steep profile

vith the field index n = - 1 38 = “181, The transverse focusing
: B dv

force of magnet system is charscterised by a btetatron number per

burn Q = 6.25, For an scceler~Sor with =z 17m diameter itaenet this
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correspondstoavery high focusing force. Owing to this the maximum
dimension of beam inside the vacua chamber at an injection energy

of 1-}eV is less than 8 mm (without account for synchrotron coscillat

ions). The dimensions of vacuum chamber cross-section gre only &amp;

little higher than those determined bv the beam free betatron and

synchrotron oscillations. oo

Because or its small cross-section the vacuum chearber is

evacuated to the required 5.10" "mz Hg with the help of a vacuua

system consisting of an annular pipe with the cross-section much

greater than that of the vacuum chember. This pipe (collactoer),

connected to the chamber in 20 equally spaced points, is made of
sYninlenn steel and is pumped ous by means of five titenium DUDS,

All the gaskets in the joints of vacuum chamber are made of indium
The magnet has a somewhat larger gap (24 um at the chsmber

center line) than is reguired to house the vacuwn chamber thus

giving place enough for auxiliary correctinz pole windings. The
vresence of these windings with 40 correcting lenses placed between

the magnet units would allow a number of ‘investiszations of particle
motion in magnetic fields “ith different field vs. radius dependence
to be carried out. Awdiliary pole windings and correcting lenses

are fed by a a consisting of 2¢€ reverse thyrister amplifiers
end do reverse transistor amplifiers. These emplifiers obvain

signals either frou a multichannel function generstor controlledby
an integrator whose output is proportional to the magnetic field or

from analogue-type outputs of a 'Dnieper-I' computer.
In order to insert controlled perturbations into the magnet

system during exoveriments and to study their effect on beam behavi-

our the magnet units should be manufactured with as high A

as possible. To obtain this high precision, magnet laminatinns were

manufactured by stamping consecutively with ne different stamps,



the last and the most precise of them belng of a special hard alloy

In addition, all of the 120 thousand laminations have undergone
heat treatment and afterwards have been shuffled. An individual

certificate has been compiled for each of the 100 magnet units. The
data of These certificates have been processed by an 'M-20' computet

to determine the optimal arrangement of the units zleong the circum-

ference of the accelerator. The equivalent geometrical error includ-

ing the spread of iron magnetic characteristics as found from -

neasurements of beam deviations was about 30pm. All the magnetic

field measurements were carried out by using soecial hich-precision
semi-aubonatic magnetometers in which the intensity and the gradient
to be neasured were compared co those of a nagnet wait chosen a
a standard one. . |

Two injection modes are provided for the cybernetic accelera-~

kor:

a) protons are injected at a constant magnetic field intensity,

the latter beginning to increase after the particles have been

sivenlabing for sore hundreds of microsecords. This mode is charac-

teristic for the sultistage fized-magnetic-field proton synchrotron
with storing the particles that have been accelerated in the pre-

rious accelerator stage during a sequence of cycles; ’

b) protons are injected at an lncreasing magnetic field az it

is done, for example, in the 75-GeV machine (Serpukhov). Particles

are injected into the cybernetic accelerztor from a Van de Graaf

electrostatic zenerator. JHezsures have beer taken to waintain the

anergy of injected bunches within 0.1 per cent.

Fifteen RF zccelerating stations are installed along the

circumferenceofthevacuum chember to produce the frequency that

is 5 tires the frequencyofvarticlerevolutien. L.e. varies from
1.25 to 15.0 Xz,
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The suppression of coherent synchrotron oscillations is

schieved by usual methods. Electrostatic pick-up electrodes placed
in 20 points along the accelerator circumference sre used to
measure the bean SL Bonen from the chamber center line.

Signals induced onto the electrostatic plates of pick-up

electrodes are amplified by broadband amplifiers and after rectifi

cation are converted into signals whose walues and signs give the

values and signs of veem displacement from The chamber center line

in the 20 points. By processing the output siznals ona can obtain

inforzation on the orbit shifts due to any perturbation.

The measured Oroit perturbation may be expanded into a set

of orthogonal functions charscterizing the given magnet structure

and ons can rerform control in such =z way that the magnitudes of

the most undesirable components are reduced essentially, If the

‘period of betatron oscillations is much greater then the magnet

structure period the system of orthogonsl functions is close to a

set of trigonometric functions, the hermonics close to the betat-

ron frequency Q being most escential. In a smali-aperture nacli:ine
it may occur that the been propagates only = part of the accelera-

tor chamber before hitting its wall. In this case the information

on the beem behaviour alons the entire circuefevence of accelerator
required for the above-mentioned method is not available. Therefore

use should be made of a step~by-step control s¥stem to adjust the

"first-twrn" beam position.
The beam displacenent fron the chamber center line is measured

at the end of each of many sections into which the magnet structure

oT the machine is subdivided, and is brousht to zero by means of

8 correcting magnet. An anplified siznul from pick-up electrodes
Serves as an input signal for the amplifier that controls %.ie

current in the correcting magnet winding. Proceeding in this way



in consecutive equidistant cross-sections along the chamber it is

possible to OTT the beam throughout the entire circumference.

elculations show that the number of such "dowrn-to-zero” sections
should not be very large. Thus, only 2564 sections are sufficient

for a 1000-GeVmachine with a 17-km long orbit.

The circular magnet of the model is subdivided into 2C "down

so—-zero' sections. Thus within each period of betatron oscillations

the orbit undergoes correction in three points.
Of all the experiments carried out on the model most interest-

ing are those which should have checked the accelerator main vara-
meters and the possibility of proton acceleration in a small-apsr-

Sure chamber. Of no less significance is testifing the efficiency

of the automatic systen controlling the beam position. ’ oo

It has heen shown equperimentally that the parameters of magnet.

system ensure such Focusing of the been outcoming from whe injector

lat 1 mA) that all the injected particles accomplished the first

turn with no losses. Use was made of position and intensity pick-ups

arranged along the beam guide and the accelerator ring. Putting

into operation fhe sectionized first-turn control system has resulb-

ed in a five-fold reductionofinitialbeam displacement. “hile

because of insufficient accuracy of magnet units arranzement and

imperfection of thelr characteristics these initiel disglacements-
vere as high as 3 or 4 mm, the step-by-step system would bring them

within 1 am. To obtain a considerably higher initial displacement,

she magnetic field in one of the masnet units was deliverately
locwered by about 10 per cent by short-circuiting a part of the

winding. ith the control system switched on it was possible to

correct automatically this perturbation as well. The degree

of displacement reduction could be changed oy varying the gain of
slomed control loop.
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Av present the scale model delivers protons accelerated up

to 700 MeV, i.e. up to the hizhest energy obtainable with no system

*o correct for magned field saturation. Protons are injected at a

constant magnetic field and then after the circulation has been
maintained for several hundreds of microseconds the nagnetic field

begins To increase.

Of considerable interest seems 0 be the fact that protons

have been accelerated in a swmall-esperture machine with relatively

high non-linearity of magnetic field vs. radius tvpical for a high-
sradient magney. | Co

A broad resezrch program is still to be carried out on the

cybernetic accelerator. However, the etperiments already carried
ous nave confirmed the possibilityofprotonacceleration in a

zachine “ith a smell aperture chamber as well as the feasibility

of ar automatic systen that uses the data of team position to

control the parameters determining betatron oscillations.

4 separate report of a group of our ‘collaborators headed by

hd Vasiliev will deal with the problems of bean position control

in the cybernetic accelerztor with the help of a 'Dnieper? computer.

Therefore we would only state here tHat this study has yielded

wite satisfactory results in spite that the parameters of this

computer are quite modest. It has an average speed of 8-10 thousand

operations per second znd an overationzl memory capacity of 4096
nords

The main parameters of the 10C0-GeV cybernetic accelerator

corresponding to. the three stages of its realization are listed

in the following table:



Table I
4 wR
TTY,

Accelerator parameters | 1st stage } 2nd stage | 3rd stage
reArs i Pl area re AA————p——t——— xp sonst mintwrtamt sree empnanetacsr

1. Ejection energy (GeV) 500 1000 4000-5000

2. Intensity (protons/s) 2.102 3.1013 1013
3. Diameter (m) = S435 5435 5435
4, Maximum magnetic = =

field (kG)
5. Aperture CT
6. Lagnet weight (1)

7. Repetition rate (ppm)
3, Fnergy galn per turn

(¥eV) .

9. Main rine injection
energy (GeV)

10. Hurber of betatron
oscillations

11. Number of pick-up -
2lectrodes |

12, Humber of correcting
magnet lenses . 528 5-8

13. Radio frequency (Hz) 120 | 120
528

120

p—— ——"———————

It is obvious that the initial efforts should be concentrated

primarily on the construction of a strong-focusing iron-core magnet
system having the maximum field of 16 1G. However, the design
should be carried out in such a way that afterwards when the

capabilities of our cryogenic technology rise up considerably it
vould be possible to replace the stendard-type nagnet units by -

superconducting ones thereby bringing the maximum field up to 60-
80 kG and the output energy 0 6 4000 or S000 GeV, This recon-

struction could be made while retaining the already built tunnel
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end many other components.

Of course, availibility of cryogenic technology will make it
sxpodient to pub fon 2 problem cf. decreasing R¥ losses.

‘It should be noted that even before the onset of “iron-core”
nagnet development it will be necessary to elaborate the designs
of all the three stages of the accelerator so that in future the
transfer to a still larger accelerator _—— take as low time and
expenditures as possible. |

In‘conclusion, let me show you some slides which give an idea

about the design of the 1000-GeV cybernetic proton synchrotron.
The study of this problem from the engineering _— economical points
of view has brought us to the conclusion thal it would be most

expedient to mount the main ring in a tunnel constructed by the

methods developed and realized when constructing the Moscow Under-
ground System.Thisimplieswbilizationoftunnelingshieldswith
ring-shaped reinforced-concrete elements serving as the walls of
the cylindrical part of tunnel. The approximate cost per kilometer

of tunnel is about 1 mill. roubles. .
If the corresponding decisions were adopted I believe a 1000-

GeV accelerator could be realized in the late seventies and a

5000-GeV one a decade later.

From the bottom of my heart I wish all attending this confe-

rence to be either participants or eye-witnessesofthesechalleng-
ing events.
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Fig.1. General view of cybernetic accelerator model.
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fg.3. The region of possible radial besm displacements with thecontrol system off. (ed and on (b). The beam is moved by means of
the group of three correctors until the boundaries of this region
are achieved (beam disappears). D denotes the middle point between

the boundaries.
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